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You want to point out because of things - why is something like this, or why it happened the way it was? If so, there are many ways to do this in Spanish in addition to the so commonly used porque, usually translated as because. The indication of a cause-and-effect relationship can be somewhat confusing for people learning Spanish, partly because there is no one-to-one
correspondence between the terms English and Spanish. In particular, because and because of are translated differently into Spanish, and the English word so often means the same thing, because because, but not always. Here are the most common ways of expressing cause and effect: By far the most common translation for because, porque is used in all kinds of situations:
Como porque tengo hambre. (I eat because I'm hungry.) Se fue porque tena miedo. (He ran away because he was afraid.) Busco ayuda en este grupo porque no puedo bajar video. (I'm looking for help in this group because I can't download the video.) Pork is usually followed by a combination of words that can stand alone as a sentence, so it is not usually used to translate
because of. Generally, unlike most other words and phrases listed here, porque cannot be used to start a sentence. El Porque de is a common way to say the reason and is usually followed by nouns or noun phrases: No explic'el porque de su Beso (He did not explain the reason for his kiss.) Necesito saber el porque de esto. (I need to know the reason for this.) Standing alone as
an excuse, pores often point to the cause and can be translated in different ways, including because of. Lo hice por miedo. (I did it out of fear. Howling al-Pero pores las ruins. (I'm going to Peru because of the ruins.) Hago kosas buenas por malas razones. (I do good things for bad reasons.) Gane por trabajar mucho. (He won because he did hard work. Causa de, which is usually
followed by a noun or noun, is a common way to say because. Salio Cova de su padre. (He left because of his father.) Durmish a causa de sous enfermidad. (She was asleep due to illness.) Me elude de casa causa de mis padres. (I ran away from home because of my parents.) The phrase used in a similar way when something is missing is a falta de, which means for lack. Salia
Falta de Dinero. (He left for lack of money. Habre 24 million de hombres solteros en China debido falta de mujeres. (There will be 24 million single men in China due to the lack of women.) Used in a variety of ways, many of which can be translated into English as; When used to indicate the cause it comes at the beginning of the sentence. Como estaba enferma, no sali. (Because
she was sick, she she vacation.) Como soy estudiante, tengo los fines de semana libra. (Because I'm a student, I have a weekend for free.) Debido a can be translated as due; que is added when what should stand as a suggestion. Necesitan cadenas debido a la nieve. (The chains are needed because of the snow.) La poudiaon este abromada dobydo que la tierra sigue
temblando. (People are tired because the earth keeps shaking.) Wall Street cae debido que los precios del crudo afectan al sector energ'tico. (Wall Street is declining because crude oil prices affect the energy sector.) The phrases dado que, ya que, en vista de que, and puesto que all roughly mean in light of the fact that and can often be translated as because. Ya que es
inteligente, no tiene que estudiar. (Because he's smart he doesn't have to learn.) Dado que hay pocos recursos, no puedo estudiar. (Because there aren't many resources I can't learn.) Les digo un mensaje breve en prospect de que estoy ocupado. (I leave you a short message because I'm busy.) Puesto que tengo hambre, voy a salir. (Because I'm hungry, I'll leave.) Gracias a
literally translates as thank you, but can also mean because. Se salvaron las tortugas gracias Greenpeace. (The turtles were rescued thanks to Greenpeace.) Soy quien soy gracias mi family. (I am who I am because of my family.) According to Fraser Sherman Updated October 21, 2020 To become bilingual, the BBC says can enhance and improve your brain and social skills in
multiple ways. It can also help you land jobs and negotiate higher wages, although this may depend on what kind of job you apply for. However, there are enough potential career benefits that if you speak more than one language, you should let potential employers know it. It is estimated that a bilingual pay gap would increase incomes from 2 to 20 per cent. How bilingual you
benefit depends on the career and employer you choose and what language or language you speak. The BBC says that various studies have shown speaking more than one language boosts your mental capacity in different ways. For example, thinking about words in a foreign language sharpens the part of the brain that controls the ability to focus. Figuring out when you need to
switch from one language to another and choose the right words makes your brain better at focusing on one task or switching jobs without losing focus. Studies show bilingualism leads to overall brain improvement, too. The bilingual brain has more gray matter and, in older people, the effects of dementia are slowing down. The BBC says it could be the brain equivalent of how
exercise keeps our body in shape. However, other researchers who have already studied the issue say there are no significant consequences. Is bilingual pay gap a thing? If so, how much Thing this? The answers depend on who you ask. The BBC says that over a 40-year career knowing a second language can add up to an extra $128,000 to 128,000 Schwartz's insurance group
says the bilingual difference in hourly pay ranges from 5 to 20 percent. MarketWatch says the benefits of being bilingual statistics show a difference exists, but it's small: just 2 percent a year compared to the average monolingual person. However, MarketWatch concludes that learning languages is good for your brain. ORT College says that knowing a foreign language can still
benefit you even if they don't raise your salary. In a tough job market, they can make you more attractive to employers. Even if the job doesn't require you to speak a foreign language, listing it in your resume makes you look smarter and more impressive. If a company deals with foreign clients or serves, say, Latin American customers, speaking the appropriate language will give
you a clear advantage over a job seeker who speaks only English. Berlitz, a language education company, lists several job classes where fluency in another language is an advantage: translator or translator. Customer Service representative. We all had the experience of trying to solve problems over the phone; a representative who is free to speak German, Farsi or Japanese can
deal with foreign clients more clearly than confusion through in English. Flight attendants. Speaking a second language will help you deal with customers who can't speak English. Social workers and teachers if they deal with immigrants. Hotels and resorts that cater to foreign tourists can use hospitality managers, concierges and reception clerks who speak fluent Chinese,
Spanish or other languages. Ultimately, statistics on bilingual wage differentiation and bilingual job statistics relate to averages. The impact of learning a foreign language on your career depends on you. Our editors self-research, test, and recommend the best products; You can find out more about our review process here. We may receive commissions for purchases made on
selected links. If you hope to learn Spanish and don't you have time to sign up for lessons, there are many resources that can help you, such as audio programs, tutoring services, mobile apps and podcasts. But the most traditional way to learn a language is to use a book or follow a textbook. There are many books that are used all over the world for teaching and learning Spanish,
but some are more conducive to self-study than others. Here we curated a list of books that students found useful to successfully teach themselves Spanish. So whether you want to learn Spanish for fun, for work, or travel if you like to learn from a book, one of the books on this list may be For you. If you want to learn Spanish from scratch and start with a fairly accessible book,
Madrigal's Magic Key in Spanish may be right for you. This is one of the most popular and well-reviewed books to learn Spanish on your own. Although it has been around for a while, Spanish learners continue to find it very useful. Since this is it some thematic concepts, first published decades ago, may seem outdated, but they are still useful for learning the basics of Spanish.
This book is for beginners. Students enjoy short grammar explanations and many of the practical exercises it involves. In addition, the book is advertised as entertaining because it eliminates mechanical drilling memorization and it is sold at a low price. If you want to start with a book for beginners and then move on to other, more advanced and specific books in the series, the
practice of making a perfect Spanish series may be right for you. This series includes a book for beginners Spanish, Full Spanish Grammar, Spanish verb Tenses, Spanish conversation, Spanish pronouns and prepositions, and full Spanish all-in-one. The rookie book contains a lot of exercise as well as an online flash card app that you can download, and streaming audio that goes
along with the book. Students enjoy careful but simple grammatical explanations, accompanied by several examples and exercises of creative practice. In addition, you can find answers to all the exercises, so you can always check your work. The lessons are short, so you don't have to invest too much time in each one. If you are looking for a Spanish book that is based on
grammar, then Easy Spanish step by step can appeal to you. As its title indicates, this book teaches you Spanish grammar step by step, but without the use of boring drills. Instead, the author argues that you learn how people naturally learn the language, starting with the most basic concepts of grammar, and advancing step by step. The book also includes a lot of exercise, so you
can practice and test your knowledge, a lot of vocabulary, and lots of reading passages to practice reading from the start. Many students like the simple layout and organized structure of the book, as well as its affordable price. If you think that the most important part of learning a language is conjugation of verbs, then you can enjoy the 501 Spanish book Of Barron's Verbs. As
stated in the title, this popular verb book includes 501 of the most common and widely used Spanish verbs in 15 times and moods. The verbs are presented in alphabetical order, one on each page, with its English translation. The book also includes verbs used in context and in idiotic phrases and exercises with appropriate responses. In addition, you can find some online bonus
material, including many exercises such as listening to understanding, completing sentences, dialogue, word completion, word look and appropriate exercises, including answers to all exercises. If you like multimedia training, you should check out Living Language. The Living Language program has materials for several different languages. The Spanish beginner course includes a
course, three audio compact sound and online learning materials. The book includes 10 lessons with an overview of exercises and dialogues, a glossary, and a grammar summary. Teh Teh Compact files include vocabulary, dialogues and audio exercises, and online material includes flash cards, games and interactive quizzes. The method of living language consists of learning
basic words and phrases, so you can start communicating from the beginning and slowly build up to more advanced conversations. This method was originally created for the U.S. Department of State, but is now used by many people who want to learn a foreign language. If you like Kettle's approach to learning something new, the Spanish for Dummies book is a simple, easy way
to start learning Spanish. It bears the seal of Berlitz, which is an internationally recognized language learning organization. Spanish for Dummies is oriented to Latin American Spanish, and it covers grammar, recruitment and pronunciation. It also includes a mini-dictionary and practical exercises that enhance the content of the book. They also try to make it fun by having a review
of exercises that are similar to the game rather than just normal filling in an empty exercise. Students use this book to get started with their Spanish, or prepare for a trip to a Spanish-speaking country. If you are looking for a book that has been specifically designed for self-study, then this would be a great option. It is designed to learn Spanish at home, using its lessons and MP3
files to listen to native Spanish speakers as well as practical exercises. It also includes a key answer for all exercises, practice pronunciation, as well as audio commentary for each lesson and exercises recorded by the authors to clarify each concept. Students enjoy this book because it is simple and clear and each lesson introduces concepts very gradually and considers previous
lessons, and there are practical exercises to consider each new concept. It can also be adapted for students of all ages, from home-schooling children to adults who wish to learn Spanish from scratch. If you don't start from scratch, you may want to skip the first few lessons or look for a more advanced book. If you hope to learn some basic Spanish to be able to get around while
traveling in a Spanish-speaking country, then The Lonely Planet Spanish phrasebook and dictionary can be a good option. With this book you can learn useful words and phrases for all kinds of tourist situations such as ordering food, shopping, and dealing with emergencies. In addition, the book includes basic Spanish information, including time, dates, numbers, pronunciation and
rules of grammar. It also includes a 3500-word two-word dictionary, so you can quickly find any word you might need while traveling. Lonely Planet offers versions of this book written specifically for Spanish conversations in Latin America, Mexico and Spain, so you can most relevant to your unique destinations. It's also a small enough book that you can wear it around wherever
you go. Breaking out of the Spanish beginner is a book that can You improve your Spanish, but also very interesting. Based on his own experience learning Spanish, the author has written this book full of tips for English speakers to improve their Spanish. Students enjoy this book because it contains humor and fun to read. It includes conjugation of verbs, pronunciation, grammar,
and some different aspects of the language, such as slang, profanity and cultural information from different parts of the Spanish-speaking countries of the world. Readers like the clear practical advice provided by the author. Breaking out of the Spanish beginner language is best suited for people who already know some basic Spanish and want to expand their knowledge. In
addition, it does not contain practical exercises, so if you need a written practice, you may need to supplement it with some type of Spanish work book. Books.
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